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Over
fifty
years
of
history
Macpi, founded in 1961, is a worlwide leader in manu-
facturing highly technological machines for garment in-
dustry following the tradition of Made in Italy with a con-
stant research in terms of quality, style and innovation 
that cannot make compromises with a downward policy.

The accrued experience of almost 60 years brought Macpi 
to produce greatly sophisticated automatic units for ther-
mo-fusing, loading and unloading system, complete line 
for the intermediate and final finishing of jackets, coats, 
jeans, knitwear, trousers, shirts, automatic machines for 
stitch-free applications and special units for industrial 
laundries.

The headquarter located in Palazzolo s/O, Brescia provin-
ce, is a state of the art facility where R&D, production and 
offices are combined, the production site in Vigevano is 
dedicate to tables, dummies and boilers for garment and 
laundry industries, Shanghai company is the main refe-
rence for the Asian market.

The policy to explore new markets and garantee an excel-
lent after-sales service with direct offices drove Macpi to 
be a leader present and recognized all over the world. 

The collaboration during the years with the most impor-
tant brands in the market took the italian company to the 
highest standards also in terms of sustainability, safety, 
customization and flexibility.

The beginning
On 1961, on November 
7th, was set up Macpi in 
Milan.

1961

Electronic board
Macpi introduce the 
electronic board to con-
trol the functionalities of 
the automatic units.

1969

First clear head pressing 
machine
Was presented the first 
model of pressing ma-
chine with fold-away up-
per surface, a revolution 
that setted a standard 
on compfort in the wor-
kstation.

1965

The first carousel
Was launched officially 
the carousel system, a 
unique machine that 
makes the lines efficient 
and fast, a big technolo-
gic gap beetween Macpi 
and competitors that 
set a new standard.

1972



Automatic line for ja-
ckets pressing
Borned the first com-
pact and efficient line 
for final jackets pres-
sing, a new system that 
changed the rules.

1979

Automatic machine for 
shoulders, sleeve and 
armhole pressing
Macpi introduce the 
revolutionary machine 
able to combine three 
operations and garantee 
a perfect quality, nowa-
day is the only machine 
on the market, improved 
through the years.

1991

Macpi France
Was created Macpi Fran-
ce, a society that will 
have an incredible suc-
cess also on the other 
side of the Alps.

1975
Opening of Europlaco 
and Fimas
Macpi opened Europla-
co in Barcelona, a great 
team with sales and te-
chnical support. In the 
same year borned Fimas 
in Vigevano, a company 
dedicated to the pro-
duction of tables, boiler 
and dummies.

1986
Trouser line
Macpi present the latest 
version of the trouser 
line with carousel, au-
tomatic unloader, con-
veyor and toppers on 
the line. Also that machi-
ne will have an incredible 
success during the years.

1995

Continuous fusing ma-
chines
The new model of con-
tinuous fusing machine 
with opposing convex 
planar bucks, the be-
ginning of a long history 
also in the fusing busi-
ness.

1977
New  heating system by 
steam and automatic 
loader/unloader for fu-
sing machines
The cutting-edge hea-
ting system for fusing 
machine sets the stan-
dards in terms of quality 
and energy saving redu-
cing the consumptions 
drastically. The new 
loading and unloading 
systems also reduce the 
workforces in the com-
pany and garantee the 
maximum efficiency.

1993

Grand opening of Macpi 
Spa Pressing Division
The brand new building 
opened in Palazzolo 
sull’Oglio, with more 
then 12000 square 
meters is the most ad-
vanced company in the 
world produding pres-
sing machines.

1989

Macpi UK and Macpi 
America
Was the 1982 when 
were founded the two 
branch that gave to 
macpi group an interna-
tional visibility, years full 
of success and growing.

1982



MGT – Macpi Tunisia
Was established in Tuni-
sia a direct branch. Will 
became the main refe-
rence for sales and te-
chnical support in North 
Africa.

1999
Industrial pressing ma-
chine for uniforms
Was launched the fi rst 
automatic unit with four 
rotating dummies and 
unloader for doctor uni-
forms. From that project 
started the industrial 
laundry division that 
conquer lot of custo-
mers with the incredible 
performances.

2011

3D stich free applications
In collaboration with 
one of the most famous 
brand in the world star-
ted the production of a 
new range of equipment 
for 3D applications, a 
new chapter that will 
revolution the garment 
business.

2018
Stitch free technology
The revolution in gar-
ment business is one 
more time marked 
Macpi. Start the delivery 
of the fi rst machines for 
stitch free applications, 
from that moment 
everything change com-
pletely and the range of 
applications becamed 
only a matter of fantasy 
and innovation.

2005

Macpi India
Very active in this area 
Macpi decide to create 
a dedicate team and a 
direct branch in Banga-
lore, during the years 
also in the North of In-
dia. Is the beginning of 
a wonderful story that 
will create professional 
technicians and sales 
manager.

2003

Body press for slimfi t 
shirts
Macpi started the suc-
cessfull collaboration 
with Hugo Boss develo-
ping the fi rst body press 
able to fi nish the slim-fi t 
shirts and the back yoke 
area. Complete with au-
tomatic unloader and 
conveyor becamed a 
state of the art machine 
for shirtsmaker.

2009 Macpi 4.0
Macpi adapt the com-
plete range of machines 
to the most advanced 
processes of 4.0 indu-
stry, the new generation 
of touch screen was in-
troduced with the pos-
sibility to connect  the 
machines by cable or 
Wi-fi  to a central system 
that can control and 
analize the performan-
ce and increase the pro-
duction.

2016

Manfi eld – Shanghai
In China was founded a 
society dedicate to the 
maintenance thanks to 
the big success in the mar-
ket, then will become the 
building where will start 
the production of Macpi 
equipment for Asian mar-
ket, now is astate of the art 
facility and a reference for 
the far east.

1997
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Stitch free technology

Carousel
515

Two stations press
346

Cuff  and belt pressing
390

Laser cutting
923.0960

Laser cutting
923.1610

Molding machine
365.03

Arm fl at press
555.37

Single press
553

Three stations carousel
514

Shoes molding
398515

553

923 0960

514 398398

346 365 03
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Stitch free technology

Hemming machine
337.49 Ultrasonic machine

700.70

Seam sealing machine
336.59T

Adhesive transfer on
elastic or fabric strip

903.20
Spot welding
139.10

Waterproof testing
992.00

Glue laydown
337.32

NR Edge binding
337.02

Bra strap bonding
338.78

Seam sealing machine
336.61

336.59T
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Thermofusing machines

Collar and cuff s fusing
265

Shuttle fusing machine
330

Top-line fusing machine
341

Shirts fusing machine
327 Fusing machine

331

Automatic line for fusing with
loader and unloader

341 line

Shirts fusing machine

Automatic line for fusing with
loader and unloader

341 line
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Jackets underpressing

Double edge and lapel
pressing

207.7385

Darts seams opening
553.2209

Bottom folding
362

Shoulderpad thermofusing machine
246

Flap pressing
134

Breast welt pressing
135

Darts seams opening
553.2210

Front pressing in-line
553.6041

Front pressing in-line
553.6042

Edge and lapel
pressing

555.7386
Edge and lapel
pressing

555.7387
Shoulders seams
opening

555.2164
Crown shoulders
seams opening

555.2172

Sleeve stretching
555.4037

Inner seams opening
555.2166

Outer seams opening
555.4010

Collar pressing in-line
555.5002

Side, center and back 
seam opening

555.2177
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Jacket fi nal pressing

Sleeve blocking
555.8009

Shoulders pressing
249

Sleeve pressing (women)
190

Sleeve pressing (man)
555.0993

Collar pressing
560.5715

Shoulders pressing
248

Lapel pressing
553.7360

Double front fi nal pressing
553.6153

Double back fi nal pressing
553.7239
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Jacket fi nal pressing

Combined pressing front and back
517

Collarmaster
250

Shoulders, sleeves and
armhole pressing

234

Carousel for lapel pressing
506.7378
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Shirt line

Automatic Shirt Line
289

Folding table
120

Collar and cuff s
in-line pressing

124
Collar trimming
and reversing

969

Cuff s and collar press
565

Carousel body press
506.8524

Dummy for apparel
389.20389 20
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Trousers line

Trouser line
Bottom pressing
133

Double legger with fl apper screen
553.1114

Press for legs seams opening
555.2053

Top pressing
555.1017

Carousel with unloader for legs seams
506.2053

Single legger carousel
507.1115

Table for legs seams opening
104.21-2093 506 2053
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Knitwear

Jeans conditioners

Automatic unit with unloader for sweaters and knitted garments
255 Irons

Regulatable rectangular steaming table
174.41

Knitwear pressing
225

Knitwear and polo dummy
314.41

Topper full optional
321.25

Automatic unit with unloader for jeans
320

225

1.25 320
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Industrial laundry

Automatic unit for the shirts pressing
291.88

Automatic unit for pants and uniform pressing
295.88

Automatic unit for uniform pressing
290.88

Vacuum unit
607.07

Carousel for pants and uniform
507.8522

295 88

290 88

7 507 8522

Automatic unit for uniform pressing

Table clothes pressing
261

291 88
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Garment logistic

Tunnel fi nisher
534

Shirts prssing
296 Rectangular table

167296

Blowing dummy for shirts
389.41

Collar and
cuff s pressing

387
Jackets and coats fi nishing
379.70

Universal dummy
310379 70 3

534
Cabinet
372

cuff s pressing
J

Vacuum and
steaming table

103.25
Vacuum, blowing
and steaming table

104.45
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Vacuum units

Vacuum unit
612

Vacuum unit
607

Vacuum unit
610

Vacuum unit
611

Vacuum



Via Piantada, 9/D - Palazzolo s/Oglio - Brescia - Italia
Phone: +39 030 7403611 - Fax: +39 030 7403681
www.macpi.com - e-mail: info@macpi.com
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La Macpi si riserva il diritto di apportare in qualsiasi momento modifiche costruttive e funzionali - Macpi has the right to modify its product at any time.




